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As recognized, adventure as capably as experience roughly lesson, amusement, as with ease as deal can be
gotten by just checking out a book a morgan matson collection w t morgan matson moreover it is not
directly done, you could recognize even more regarding this life, as regards the world.
We pay for you this proper as with ease as easy artifice to get those all. We manage to pay for a morgan
matson collection w t morgan matson and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in
any way. accompanied by them is this a morgan matson collection w t morgan matson that can be your
partner.

Amy & Roger's Epic Detour-Morgan Matson
2011-07-07 An ALA Top Ten Best Book for Young
Readers, Shortlisted for the Waterstone's Book
Prize and a Publisher's Weekly "Flying Start"
book Amy Curry's year sucks. And it's not getting
any better. Her mother has decided to move, so
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

somehow Amy has to get their car from
California to the East Coast. There's just one
problem: since her father's death Amy hasn't
been able to get behind the wheel of a car. Enter
Roger, the son of a family friend, who turns out
to be funny, nice . . . and unexpectedly cute. But
Roger's plans involve a more "scenic" route than
just driving from A to B, so suddenly Amy finds
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herself on the road trip of a lifetime. And, as she
grows closer to Roger, Amy starts to realise that
sometimes you have to get lost to find your way
home. . . Praise for Amy & Roger's Epic Detour
'One of the most touching, irresistible, and feelgood road trips I've been on in a long, long while.
Amy & Roger is a book to love.' Deb Caletti,
National Book Award Finalist 'A near-perfect
summer read that should leave readers with a
thirst for travel and romance.' Publishers Weekly,
Starred Review 'This entertaining and thoughtful
summertime road trip serves up slices of America
with a big scoop of romance on the side.' Kirkus
Reviews 'A classic literary road trip is what
Matson delivers in high style…if all road trips
were like this, nobody'd ever stay home.' BCCB
'An emotionally rewarding road novel.' School
Library Journal
Second Chance Summer-Morgan Matson
2012-06-07 Taylor Edwards family might not be
that close - everyone is a little too busy and
overscheduled, but for the most part, they get
along just fine. Then Taylor's dad gets some
devastating news, and her parents decide that
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

the family will spend on last summer together at
their old lake house in the Pcocono Mountains.
Crammed into a place much smaller than they
are used to, they begin to get to know each other
again, but as the summer progresses they're
more aware than ever that they're battling a
ticking clock. And as Taylor tries to deal with the
drama at home, she is faced with the fact that the
friends she thought she'd left behind haven't
actually gone anywhere. Her former summer
best friend is still living across the lake and still
as mad with Taylor as she was five years ago,
and her first boyfriend has moved in next door…
but he's much cuter at seventeen than he was at
twelve. Can one summer be enough time to get a
second chance - with family, friends, and love?
A Morgan Matson Collection (W. T. )-Morgan
Matson 2016-05-03 Discover all the ups and
downs of friendship, family, and summer love
with Morgan Matson’s first three novels, now
available together in a boxed set! Three novels.
Three girls. Three unforgettable summers.
Follow Amy as she finds herself while getting lost
on the road, Taylor as she navigates a summer of
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heartaches and second chances, and Emily as she
tries to find who she is without the best friend
who once never left her side. This boxed set
includes paperback editions of Amy & Roger’s
Epic Detour, Second Chance Summer, and Since
You’ve Been Gone.
The Unexpected Everything-Morgan Matson
2016-05-03 When a scandal surrounding her
father upsets all her carefully laid plans for her
future, Andie must learn to accept a new
relationship with her father and to embrace a
little chaos in her life.
Save the Date-Morgan Matson 2018-06-05 “The
cinema-worthy rom-com of your summer reading
dreams.” —Bustle “A sparkling summer story
ideal for teens who are on that bittersweet cusp
of change.” —Booklist “[A] romantic comedy of
errors.” —Publishers Weekly Father of the Bride
meets Sixteen Candles in the latest novel from
New York Times bestselling author Morgan
Matson. Charlie Grant’s older sister is getting
married this weekend at their family home, and
Charlie can’t wait—for the first time in years, all
four of her older siblings will be under one roof.
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

Charlie is desperate for one last perfect
weekend, before the house is sold and everything
changes. The house will be filled with jokes and
games and laughs again. Making decisions about
things like what college to attend and reuniting
with longstanding crush Jesse Foster—all that
can wait. She wants to focus on making the
weekend perfect. The only problem? The
weekend is shaping up to be an absolute disaster.
There’s the unexpected dog with a penchant for
howling, house alarm that won’t stop going off,
and a papergirl with a grudge. There are the
relatives who aren’t speaking, the (awful) girl her
favorite brother brought home unannounced, and
a missing tuxedo. Not to mention the neighbor
who seems to be bent on sabotage and a storm
that is bent on drenching everything. The justice
of the peace is missing. The band will only play
covers. The guests are all crazy. And the wedding
planner’s nephew is unexpectedly,
distractingly…cute. Over the course of three
ridiculously chaotic days, Charlie will learn more
than she ever expected about the family she
thought she knew by heart. And she’ll realize
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that sometimes, trying to keep everything like it
was in the past means missing out on the future.
Since You've Been Gone-Morgan Matson
2014-07-03 A perfect summertime read for fans
of John Green, Stephanie Perkins, and Sarah
Dessen: It was Sloane who yanked Emily out of
her shell and made life 100% interesting. But
right before what should have been the most epic
summer, Sloane just…disappears. All she leaves
behind is a to-do list. On it, thirteen Sloaneinspired tasks that Emily would normally never
try. But what if they could bring her best friend
back? Apple picking at night? Okay, easy enough.
Dance until dawn? Sure. Why not? Kiss a
stranger? Um... Emily now has this unexpected
summer, and the help of Frank Porter (totally
unexpected), to check things off Sloane's list.
Who knows what she’ll find? 'Some books leave a
very real mark on you and Since You’ve Been
Gone is one of those utterly brilliant books' - The
Guardian 'A winning blend of touching moments,
memorable characters and situational humor
takes readers to a surprising revelation at the
story’s end.' - Kirkus Reviews 'Morgan Matson is
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

the epitome of YA contemporary.' - Ariel Bissett,
Booktuber and blogger
Root's Peoria City Directory ...- 1872
Congressional Serial Set- 1822
United States Congressional Serial Set- 1903
Serial set (no.4501-5000)- 1903
The Unexpected Everything-Morgan Matson
2016-05-03 Andie must learn to embrace the
beauty in chaos in this New York Times
bestselling novel about friendship, finding
yourself, and all the joys in life that happen while
you’re busy making other plans. Andie has a
plan. And she always sticks to her plan. Future?
A top-tier medical school. Dad? Avoid him as
much as possible (which isn’t that hard
considering he’s a Congressman and he’s never
around). Friends? Palmer, Bri, and Toby—pretty
much the most awesome people on the planet,
who needs anyone else? Relationships? No one’s
worth more than three weeks. So it’s no surprise
that Andie has her summer all planned out too.
Until a political scandal costs Andie her summer
pre-med internship, and lands both she and Dad
back in the same house together for the first time
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in years. Suddenly she’s doing things that aren’t
Andie at all—working as a dog walker, doing an
epic scavenger hunt with her dad, and maybe,
just maybe, letting the super cute Clark get
closer than she expected. Palmer, Bri, and Toby
tell her to embrace all the chaos, but can she
really let go of her control?
Save the Date-Morgan Matson 2018-06-05 “The
cinema-worthy rom-com of your summer reading
dreams.” —Bustle “A sparkling summer story
ideal for teens who are on that bittersweet cusp
of change.” —Booklist “[A] romantic comedy of
errors.” —Publishers Weekly Father of the Bride
meets Sixteen Candles in the latest novel from
New York Times bestselling author Morgan
Matson. Charlie Grant’s older sister is getting
married this weekend at their family home, and
Charlie can’t wait—for the first time in years, all
four of her older siblings will be under one roof.
Charlie is desperate for one last perfect
weekend, before the house is sold and everything
changes. The house will be filled with jokes and
games and laughs again. Making decisions about
things like what college to attend and reuniting
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

with longstanding crush Jesse Foster—all that
can wait. She wants to focus on making the
weekend perfect. The only problem? The
weekend is shaping up to be an absolute disaster.
There’s the unexpected dog with a penchant for
howling, house alarm that won’t stop going off,
and a papergirl with a grudge. There are the
relatives who aren’t speaking, the (awful) girl her
favorite brother brought home unannounced, and
a missing tuxedo. Not to mention the neighbor
who seems to be bent on sabotage and a storm
that is bent on drenching everything. The justice
of the peace is missing. The band will only play
covers. The guests are all crazy. And the wedding
planner’s nephew is unexpectedly,
distractingly…cute. Over the course of three
ridiculously chaotic days, Charlie will learn more
than she ever expected about the family she
thought she knew by heart. And she’ll realize
that sometimes, trying to keep everything like it
was in the past means missing out on the future.
United States Congressional serial set inventory
control record 2- 1894
Biennial Report of the Department of Labor and
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Industry of the State of Maine-Maine. Dept. of
Labor and Industry 1913 Vols. for
1911/12-1915/16 include the "Reports of the
State Board of Arbitration and Conciliation,"
1911/12-1915/16
Dictionary Catalog of the Henry W. and Albert A.
Berg Collection of English and American
Literature-Berg Collection 1969
Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle1864
The Missionary Magazine and Chronicle- 1864
Little Do We Know-Tamara Ireland Stone
2018-06-04 Lifelong best friends and next-door
neighbors Hannah and Emory have never gone a
single day without talking. But now its senior
year and they haven't spoken in three months.
Not since the fight, where they each said things
they couldn't take back. They're aching to break
the silence, but those thirty-six steps between
their bedroom windows feel more like thirty-six
miles. Then one fateful night, Emory's boyfriend,
Luke, almost dies. And Hannah is the one who
finds him and saves his life. As Luke tries to
make sense of his near-death experience, he
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

secretly turns to Hannah, who becomes his
biggest confidante. In Luke, Hannah finds
someone she can finally talk to about all the
questions she's grappling with. Emory just wants
everything to go back to normal-the way it was
before the accident. She has no idea why her
relationship is spiraling out of control. But when
the horrifying reason behind Hannah and
Emory's argument ultimately comes to light, all
three of them will be forced work together to
protect the one with the biggest secret of all. In
the follow-up to her New York Times bestseller,
Every Last Word, Tamara Ireland Stone crafts a
deeply moving, unforgettable story about love,
betrayal, and the power of friendship.
Going Vintage-Lindsey Leavitt 2014-04-01 When
sixteen-year-old Mallory learns that her
boyfriend, Jeremy, is cheating on her with his
cyber "wife," she rebels against technology by
following her grandmother's list of goals from
1962, with help from her younger sister, Ginnie.
Someone Else's Summer-Rachel Bateman
2017-05-09 For fans of Julie Halpern and Morgan
Matson comes a summer road trip story about
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adventure, sisters, and finding out who you truly
want to be. Anna's always idolized her older
sister, Storm. So when Storm dies in a tragic car
accident on the night of her high school
graduation, Anna is completely lost and her
family is torn apart. That is, until she finds
Storm's summer bucket list and decides to honor
her sister by having the best summer ever--which
includes taking an epic road trip to the coast
from her sleepy Iowa town. Setting out to do
everything on Storm's list along with her sisters
best friend Cameron--the boy next door--who
knew that Storm's dream summer would
eventually lead to Anna's own self-discovery?
Historical Collections Relating to
Northamptonshire-John Taylor 1896
Say Yes Summer-Lindsey Roth Culli 2020-05-12
Perfect for fans of Morgan Matson and
Netflix/Hallmark Channel rom-coms, this is the
story of a girl who decides to give in to the
universe and just say yes to everything, bringing
her friendship, new experiences, and, if she lets
her guard down, true love. The perfect book to
kick off summer! For as long as Rachel Brooks
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

can remember, she's had capital-G Goals:
straight As, academic scholarship, college of her
dreams. And it's all paid off--after years of
following the rules and acing every exam, Rachel
is graduating at the top of her class and ready to
celebrate by . . . doing absolutely nothing.
Because Rachel Brooks has spent most of high
school saying no. No to dances, no to parties, and
most especially, no to boys. Now, for the first
time in her life, there's nothing stopping Rachel
from having a little fun--nothing, that is, except
herself. So when she stumbles on a beat up old
self-help book--A SEASON OF YES!--a crazy idea
pops into her head: What if she just said yes to . .
. everything? And so begins a summer of yes. Yes
to new experiences and big mistakes, yes to
rekindled friendships and unexpected romances,
yes to seeing the world in a whole new way. This
book is a fresh and fun take on the coming-of-age
novel that explores the quintessential themes of
growing up: taking risks, making mistakes, and,
of course, love. And who knows? Lindsey Roth
Culli's hilarious and heartwarming debut may
just inspire your own SAY YES SUMMER.
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What I Like About You-Marisa Kanter 2020-04-07
Can a love triangle have only two people in it?
Online, it can…but in the real world, its more
complicated. In this debut novel that’s perfect for
fans of Jenny Han and Morgan Matson, Marisa
Kanter hilariously and poignantly explores what
happens when internet friends turn into IRL
crushes. Is it still a love triangle if there are only
two people in it? There are a million things that
Halle Levitt likes about her online best friend,
Nash. He’s an incredibly talented graphic
novelist. He loves books almost as much as she
does. And she never has to deal with the
awkwardness of seeing him in real life. They can
talk about anything… Except who she really is.
Because online, Halle isn’t Halle—she’s Kels, the
enigmatically cool creator of One True Pastry, a
YA book blog that pairs epic custom cupcakes
with covers and reviews. Kels has everything
Halle doesn’t: friends, a growing platform, tons
of confidence, and Nash. That is, until Halle
arrives to spend senior year in Gramps’s small
town and finds herself face-to-face with real,
human, not-behind-a-screen Nash. Nash, who is
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

somehow everywhere she goes—in her classes, at
the bakery, even at synagogue. Nash who has no
idea she’s actually Kels. If Halle tells him who
she is, it will ruin the non-awkward magic of
their digital friendship. Not telling him though,
means it can never be anything more. Because
while she starts to fall for Nash as Halle…he’s in
love with Kels.
Layover-Amy Andelson 2018-02-06 Fans of Julie
Buxbaum's Tell Me Three Things and Morgan
Matson's Since You've Been Gone will get caught
up in the drama of this road trip romance that
begins with an unplanned flight layover in L.A.
and turns into a wild adventure. FLYNN: At first
we were almost strangers. But ever since I
moved to New York, Amos was the one person I
could count on. And together we were there for
Poppy. (I mean, what kind of parents leave their
kid to be raised by a nanny?) I just didn't expect
to fall for him--and I never expected him to leave
us. AMOS: I thought I was the only one who felt
it. I told myself it was because we were spending
so much time together--taking care of Poppy and
all. But that night, I could tell she felt it, too. And
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I freaked out--you're not supposed to fall for your
stepsister. So I ran away to boarding school. I
should have told her why I was leaving, but every
time I tried, it felt like a lie. One missed flight
was about to change their lives forever. . . .
Perfect for fans of Clueless and brought to you by
two Hollywood screenwriters, this wild journey of
unlikely romance, heartbreak, and adventure--set
against the backdrop of a blended family in free
fall during a rebellious layover in Los
Angeles–reveals the true value of the
unbreakable bonds we forge when we dare to let
ourselves risk it all.
Historical Collections of Harrison County, in the
State of Ohio-Charles Augustus Hanna 1900
Second Chance Summer-Morgan Matson
2012-06-07 Taylor Edwards family might not be
that close - everyone is a little too busy and
overscheduled, but for the most part, they get
along just fine. Then Taylor's dad gets some
devastating news, and her parents decide that
the family will spend on last summer together at
their old lake house in the Pcocono Mountains.
Crammed into a place much smaller than they
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

are used to, they begin to get to know each other
again, but as the summer progresses they're
more aware than ever that they're battling a
ticking clock. And as Taylor tries to deal with the
drama at home, she is faced with the fact that the
friends she thought she'd left behind haven't
actually gone anywhere. Her former summer
best friend is still living across the lake and still
as mad with Taylor as she was five years ago,
and her first boyfriend has moved in next door…
but he's much cuter at seventeen than he was at
twelve. Can one summer be enough time to get a
second chance - with family, friends, and love?
Since You've Been Gone And The Doctor Next
Door-Marta Perry 2007-12-01 SINCE YOU'VE
BEEN GONE Small-town bad boy Nick O'Neill
was back—wealthy, powerful and seeking
revenge against those who'd driven him away.
Emily Carmichael, the girl he'd left behind,
wondered if his embittered heart could give the
town, and their long-ago love, another chance.
THE DOCTOR NEXT DOOR Brett Elliot wasn't
the same idealistic young man who'd gone away
to medical school years ago. But Rebecca
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Forrester prayed that the cynical big-city doctor
he'd become would stay—for the town that
needed him so desperately, and for the woman
who still loved him so deeply.
The South Western Reporter- 1909 Includes the
decisions of the Supreme Courts of Missouri,
Arkansas, Tennessee, and Texas, and Court of
Appeals of Kentucky; Aug./Dec. 1886-May/Aug.
1892, Court of Appeals of Texas; Aug. 1892/Feb.
1893-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Civil and Criminal
Appeals of Texas; Apr./June 1896-Aug./Nov.
1907, Court of Appeals of Indian Territory;
May/June 1927-Jan./Feb. 1928, Courts of Appeals
of Missouri and Commission of Appeals of Texas.
Chitty's Collection of Statutes-Joseph Chitty 1851
Collections of Cayuga County Historical Society1891
Coming Up for Air-Miranda Kenneally
2017-07-04 Swim. Eat. Shower. School. Snack.
Swim. Swim. Swim. Dinner. Homework. Bed.
Repeat. All of Maggie's focus and free time is
spent swimming. She's not only striving to earn
scholarships—she's training to qualify for the
Olympics. It helps that her best friend, Levi, is
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

also on the team, and cheers her on. But Levi's
already earned an Olympic tryout, so Maggie
feels even more pressure to succeed. And it's not
until Maggie's away on a college visit that she
realizes how much of the "typical" high school
experience she's missed by being in the pool. No
one to shy away from a challenge, Maggie
decides to squeeze the most out of her senior
year. First up? Making out with a guy. And Levi
could be the perfect candidate. After all, they
already spend a lot of time together. But as
Maggie slowly starts to uncover new feelings for
Levi, how much is she willing to sacrifice in the
water to win at love?
Forever Summer-Nicole Bea 2020-02-24
Morrigan Westhaver isn't convinced anything
could make her forget her abusive exboyfriend—not even if she travels all the way
from her home in Michigan to her father's ranch
in Alabama. Saved text messages and voicemails
haunt her life with poisonous words and crippling
self-doubt, but she can't seem to let them go. On
the ranch, much to her surprise, she immediately
takes to a rescued horse, Stormy, as well as Levy,
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an attractive ranch hand. Will their
understanding and gentle support help her heal,
or is the damage too deep?
Historical Collections of Harrison County-Charles
Augustus Hanna 1900
The Peytons of Virginia II- 2004
Broken Hearts, Fences and Other Things to
Mend-Katie Finn 2014-05-13 In Broken Hearts,
Fences and Other Things to Mend by Katie Finn,
Gemma had her summer all planned out, but it
takes sharp turn when she gets dumped and
finds herself back in the Hamptons after a fiveyear absence. Being there puts her at risk of
bumping into Hallie, her former best friend (that
is, before Gemma ruined her life). But people
don't hold grudges forever. Do they? Gemma
intends on making amends, but a small case of
mistaken identity causes the people she knew
years ago—including Hallie and her dreamy
brother Josh—to believe she's someone else. As
though the summer wasn't complicated enough
already. Can Gemma keep up the charade? Or
will she be found out by the very people she's
been hiding from?
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

Try Not to Breathe-Holly Seddon 2016 "In this
novel of psychological suspense, a young
journalist struggles to keep the demons of her
alcoholism at bay as she finds her purpose again
in tackling the mystery of a shocking headlinemaking crime, still unsolved after fifteen years."-A World Away-Nancy Grossman 2012-07-17 A
summer of firsts Sixteen-year-old Eliza Miller has
never made a phone call, never tried on a pair of
jeans, never sat in a darkened theater waiting for
a movie to start. She's never even talked to
someone her age who isn't Amish, like her. A
summer of good-byes When she leaves her closeknit family to spend the summer as a nanny in
suburban Chicago, a part of her can't wait to
leave behind everything she knows. She can't
imagine the secrets she will uncover, the friends
she will make, the surprises and temptations of a
way of life so different from her own. A summer
of impossible choices Every minute Eliza spends
with her new friend Josh feels as good as
listening to music for the first time, and she
wonders whether there might be a place for her
in his world. But as summer wanes, she misses
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the people she has left behind, and the Plain life
she once took for granted. Eliza will have to
decide for herself where she belongs. Whichever
choice she makes, she knows she will lose
someone she loves.
This Time Will Be Different-Misa Sugiura
2019-06-04 For fans of Jenny Han, Morgan
Matson, and Sandhya Menon, critically acclaimed
author Misa Sugiura delivers a richly crafted
contemporary YA novel about family, community,
and the importance of writing your own history.
The author of the Asian Pacific American Awardwinning It’s Not Like It’s a Secret is back with
another smartly drawn coming-of-age novel that
weaves riveting family drama, surprising humor,
and delightful romance into a story that will draw
you in from the very first page. Katsuyamas
never quit—but seventeen-year-old CJ doesn’t
even know where to start. She’s never lived up to
her mom’s type A ambition, and she’s perfectly
happy just helping her aunt, Hannah, at their
family’s flower shop. She doesn’t buy into
Hannah’s romantic ideas about flowers and their
hidden meanings, but when it comes to arranging
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

the perfect bouquet, CJ discovers a knack she
never knew she had. A skill she might even be
proud of. Then her mom decides to sell the
shop—to the family who swindled CJ’s
grandparents when thousands of Japanese
Americans were sent to internment camps during
WWII. Soon a rift threatens to splinter CJ’s
family, friends, and their entire Northern
California community; and for the first time, CJ
has found something she wants to fight for.
Amy & Roger's Epic Detour-Morgan Matson
2011-07-07 An ALA Top Ten Best Book for Young
Readers, Shortlisted for the Waterstone's Book
Prize and a Publisher's Weekly "Flying Start"
book Amy Curry's year sucks. And it's not getting
any better. Her mother has decided to move, so
somehow Amy has to get their car from
California to the East Coast. There's just one
problem: since her father's death Amy hasn't
been able to get behind the wheel of a car. Enter
Roger, the son of a family friend, who turns out
to be funny, nice . . . and unexpectedly cute. But
Roger's plans involve a more "scenic" route than
just driving from A to B, so suddenly Amy finds
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herself on the road trip of a lifetime. And, as she
grows closer to Roger, Amy starts to realise that
sometimes you have to get lost to find your way
home. . . Praise for Amy & Roger's Epic Detour
'One of the most touching, irresistible, and feelgood road trips I've been on in a long, long while.
Amy & Roger is a book to love.' Deb Caletti,
National Book Award Finalist 'A near-perfect
summer read that should leave readers with a
thirst for travel and romance.' Publishers Weekly,
Starred Review 'This entertaining and thoughtful
summertime road trip serves up slices of America
with a big scoop of romance on the side.' Kirkus
Reviews 'A classic literary road trip is what
Matson delivers in high style…if all road trips
were like this, nobody'd ever stay home.' BCCB
'An emotionally rewarding road novel.' School
Library Journal
Windfall-Jennifer E. Smith 2017-05-02 This
romantic story of hope, chance, and change from
the author of The Statistical Probability of Love
at First Sight is one JENNY HAN says is filled
with all of her "favorite things," MORGAN
MATSON calls “something wonderful” and
a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

STEPHANIE PERKINS says “is rich with the
intensity of real love.” Alice has never believed in
luck, but that doesn’t stop her from rooting for
love. After pining for her best friend Teddy for
years, she jokingly gifts him a lottery
ticket—attached to a note professing her
love—on his birthday. Then, the unthinkable
happens: he actually wins. At first, it seems like
the luckiest thing on earth. But as Teddy gets
swept up by his $140 million windfall and fame
and fortune come between them, Alice is forced
to consider whether her stroke of good fortune
might have been anything but. She bought a
winning lottery ticket. He collected the cash. Will
they realize that true love’s the real prize?
Featured in Seventeen Magazine's "What's Hot
Now" “Windfall is about all of my favorite
things—a girl’s first big love, her first big loss,
and—her first big luck.” —JENNY HAN, New
York Times bestselling author of To All the Boys
I’ve Loved Before “Windfall is perfectly named;
reading it, I felt like I had suddenly found
something wonderful.” —MORGAN MATSON,
New York Times bestselling author of The
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Unexpected Everything “Windfall is rich with the
intensity of real love— in all its heartache and
hope.” —STEPHANIE PERKINS, New York Times
bestselling author of Isla and the Happily Ever

a-morgan-matson-collection-w-t-morgan-matson

After "If you’re looking for your next great read,
then you’re in 'luck!'" —Justine Magazine
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